
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At Holmewood, we THINK DIFFERENTLY. In 2018 we were awarded the TES 

Independent Schools wellbeing award for our outstanding work in this area. Ofsted 

voted SMSC and wellbeing as ‘exceptional’ (2018). This booklet has been produced to 

outline the bespoke student wellbeing program at The Holmewood School. It is also a 

way to evidence good practice with our specific cohort of students in mind.  
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    THSL STUDENT WELLBEING PROGRAMME 
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Section 1: SMSC 

Section 2: SMSC Events 

Section 3: Life-skills 

Section 4: Forest School and Farming 

Section 5: Outdoor Education 

Section 6: Footprints Life Camp 

Section 7: Yoga & OT Cafe 

Section 8: Girls Club (new in Jan 2020) 
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Section 1: SMSC 

Spiritual, moral, social and cultural (SMSC) is an integral part of the curriculum. It is integrated into all                  

schemes of work. There are also several additional aspects to the SMSC program outlined below:  

● SMSC themed assemblies: Each week there are two assemblies. Thursday assemblies are            

SMSC themed and are led by teaching staff and Friday assemblies are a celebration of all the                 

achievements during the week and led by SLT. Golden moments of the week are read out and                 

students are rewarded for exemplary behaviour by an entry into the golden book. 

● SMSC Friday form times/breakfast club: We follow the Votes for School program as our SMSC               

Friday program which is delivered across the school. Breakfast club in classes also encourages              

social interaction and discussion with peers.  

● SMSC morning wellbeing clubs: Students have a choice of walking club, singing (Tues),             

boxing or specific zones of regulation activities (e.g. crafts/reading/sensory activity etc). A pilot             

mindfulness project ran during 2019-2020 as well as class based yoga sessions. The morning              

wellbeing time is to counteract the effects of long commutes/anxiety in the mornings and to               

ensure a healthy and positive start to the day for staff and students. 

● Extra-curricular clubs: Due to difficulties with student transport, lunch time school clubs run             

throughout the week (rabbit club, loomband, computing, art club and many more). These provide              

opportunities to learn new skills and interact with students from different classes encouraging             

friendships. 

● Residential Trips: Two residential trips run in the UK (KS3) and one International residential              

(KS4/5) take place annually. Some of our students have never been away from home before and                

it offers opportunities for social interaction, independence and the opportunity to challenge            

themselves by taking part in outdoor activities e.g. paddle-boarding/abseiling etc. The           

International trip is specifically linked to life-skills and independent living for ‘life after             

Holmewood’. ‘24 hour adventure’ trips also run for a specific cohort of students who would               

benefit e.g. intensive area of life-skills or social skills e.g. independent living (6th form), making               

friendships/resolving conflicts etc. 
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Section 2: SMSC Events 
A variety of SMSC events run throughout the year in order to enhance the life of the school, encourage a                    

sense of fun, friendship, self-esteem, challenge and enjoyment of school. 

● Winter Talent Show: Every year students have the opportunity to take part in a Talent Show and perform                  

in front of parents. Often, our students have not had the chance to perform in previous schools and really                   

enjoy the experience. 

● Random Acts of Kindness Week: This takes place each year where students & staff are encouraged to                 

do a random act of kindness and the person who receives it passes it on (but as a result, we have                     

developed a lovely ethos of random acts of kindness throughout the year!) 

● Burns Night: A Burns Night takes place for staff, parents and staff every January. Students have the                 

opportunity to learn Scottish dancing and it is a lovely way for parents to get to know each other. 

● Open Mic sessions: Lunch-time open mic sessions take place termly and are an informal way for                

students to perform in front of their friends in a less formal setting than the show. Refreshments are served                   

by students afterwards. 

● French Breakfast: The French breakfast is a whole school event which takes place in March with an                 

emphasis on practising some French in an informal setting with French music whilst enjoying breakfast. 

● Summer Event: The summer event takes place annually in July and varies each year. Past events have                 

included a tea party, summer fayre,  fashion show and a summer performance. 

● Sports Day: Sports Day celebrates all the achievements in PE over the year and gives students the                 

opportunity to compete for medals. Good sportsmanship is also recognised and rewarded. 

● 6th form graduation ball: The 6th form graduation ball takes place annually as a celebration of the                 

achievements of all students and is a chance to dress up and have fun! 

● Mental Health Awareness Week takes place each year with a variety of activities, assemblies and               

speakers to engage the students. We also have a wellbeing programme with external speakers around               

wellbeing/drugs/alcohol/addiction/self harming/SRE all year round. 

● Tea and Talk sessions run weekly at both WP and EER where students have the opportunity to drop in                   

and chat to other students, draw, read or talk to a member of staff. 

● Ted Talks (new in 2020-2021) run termly at both sites where students have the opportunity to gain                 

confidence whilst presenting to a large audience on a special interest. 
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Section 3: Life-skills 
THSL has a bespoke life-skills program which has been developed to meet the needs of our                

students. Life-skills are an essential component of the curriculum as we aim to maximise              

independence for our students’ future and enable them to make decisions without the need for adult                

intervention. It is our hope that they can lead happy, independent lives as confident citizens in                

society. ‘16% of adults on the autistic spectrum are in full time work’ (National Autistic Society)                

despite the majority of this group wanting to work. We are trying to close the employment gap by                  

equipping and empowering our students with as wide a range of life-skills as possible throughout               

their education at Holmewood. 

 

The life-skills program in primary is integrated into the daily curriculum and includes learning how to                

cross roads safely, wash hands, prepare healthy snacks etc. Primary classes also have a term of                

Forest School each academic year. In secondary, it consists of ten units including: independent              

cooking, budgeting and money management, travel training, independent living, community          

involvement, neurodiversity, forest school, sleep, general DIY and bike maintenance (final two units             

being for upper school only). Their progress is carefully tracked through the FROG assessment              

system and photographic evidence, videos and teacher notes are uploaded to show progress across              

each unit. 
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Section 4: Forest School/Farming 
THSL is a level 3 forest school and forest school sessions and from 2014 until July 2019 they took                   

take place all year round at Sweet Tree Farm in Mill Hill. From January 2021 these will take place at                    

our woodland site at the upper school. Forest school focuses on social and emotional development               

which is key to our cohort of students on the autistic spectrum. This approach to outdoor learning                 

encourages children to become independent, use their imagination, take appropriate positive risks            

within boundaries, initiate learning for themselves and achieve success in every session. Students             

take part in a variety of activities including den building, outdoor cooking, fire lighting, tree climbing                

etc. Forest School is a holistic approach to learning, incorporating student’s individuality and             

develops their skills for lifelong learning. It can cover all six areas of learning, including the emotional                 

and spiritual aspects of learning where self esteem and self confidence can grow and positive               

relationships with peers can be formed. 

 

Forest school/farming is also offered as an intervention for students who may benefit. 
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Section 5: Outdoor Education 
Outdoor education is an opportunity to challenge students and allow them to take positive risks in a                 

safe environment e.g. ice skating, kayaking, paddle boarding, narrow-boating etc. In a 2014 case              

study carried out by Naj D’Silva at The Holmewood School, 87% of students stated they would like to                  

learn more in an outdoor environment. 78% reported feeling less angry outdoors. Students also              

stated that they felt more happiness learning outside and felt they could work better with others                

outside. In 2016, it was reported that three quarters of UK children spend less time outdoors than                 

prisoners (less than an hour a day) and a fifth of children do not play outside at all (The Guardian,                    

2016). The findings of this study and the case study were taken into account when launching the                 

Outdoor Education curriculum.  

 

THSL has developed an outdoor education program designed to challenge students and help them to               

experience new activities which many would not experience otherwise. New friendships are            

developed in a relaxed setting and it is an excellent time to focus on social and emotional                 

development which is critical to our students on the spectrum. We have a partnership with Islington                

Boat Club who offer a range of watersports. ‘Trash 4 Treats’ started in 2019 led by Ms D’Silva where                   

students collected rubbish from local London canals and the local community. Duke of Edinburgh              

bronze award was introduced in September 2020 run by our outdoor education volunteer and              

qualified SEN teacher Ms Mansfield. 

 

Sir Ken Robinson’s award-winning work on creativity in education makes him a natural advocate for               

our Outdoor Education program. movement. His belief that outdoor play and its benefits are “vital for                

education” and “vital for our families” resonates with our belief that playful children grow into great                

people.’ 
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Section 6: Footprints Life Camp 
Footprints is a not for profit social enterprise founded by Naj D’Silva, Assistant Head at The                

Holmewood School. In 2017 it won a National Award from The National Autistic Society for ‘Most                

Creative Community Enterprise’. It offers specialised camps to young people on the autistic spectrum              

irrespective of financial circumstances and combines farming + outdoor education +life-skills in            

order to reduce social exclusion, promote life-skills and future independence. Lisa Camilleri, Head             

Teacher of THSL is a board member and THSL is an official partner of Footprints. The majority of                  

young people who attend are from Holmewood School and Footprints has funded many students for               

days/full weeks who would not have been able to attend otherwise due to financial circumstances.               

Footprints also offers paid internships to young people on the spectrum. Three THSL sixth form               

students have successfully interviewed and completed a working week.  
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Section 7: Girls Club 
A girls club was started in December 2019 and launched fully in January 2020. An initial meeting was                  

held with all girls who wished to attend in December 2019 with Ms D’Silva (Assistant Head) and Ms                  

Camilleri (Headteacher). The girls came up with a range of ideas which were then planned every                

Friday. From September 2020 there have been two girls clubs, one at the lower school and one at                  

the upper school. Activities have included: art activities, face masks, nail art, card making, a visit to a                  

cat cafe and aromatherapy. At the beginning of each half term the girls plan which activities they                 

would like to do. A girls club summer camp is planned for July 2021. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 8: Yoga and OT Cafe 
Yoga is led by Ms Mayuri, a Specialist Occupational Therapist, who holds a 500 hrs Yoga teacher                 

qualification from BWY, London and has completed a three days intensive course on Special Yoga &                

Mindfulness for Autism and ADHD. Yoga is part of the morning wellbeing program as well as                

integrated into the primary class curriculum as a form of relaxation technique. Yoga sessions are               

bespoke run in a small, quiet space in a group setting (in classroom/ common room). Some primary                 

teachers run yoga and mindfulness activities in class after break times as regulation strategies.The              

poses are chosen and adapted based on how the group is feeling that day. Every session ends with                  

deep relaxation in a lying down ‘corpse’ pose, which allows students and staff to experience being                

still. In January 2017, a whole school inset day was allocated towards exploring integration of yoga                
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into daily life. All staff members had a chance to experience and think about their health and                 

wellbeing too.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yoga is practised at Holmewood as a form of physical and mental exercise. The physical form                

includes sequencing through poses, breathing techniques to help relax your muscles and developing             

strength and flexibility by holding poses. Mental form includes becoming aware of your thoughts,              

emotions and developing ability to regulate them using mindfulness. There is strong evidence that              

regular yoga practise can be highly effective as a complementary alternative medicine (CAM) for              

individuals with autism and their carers. From Sept 2019 a mindfulness pilot study has been led by                 

Ms Mayuri and trialled with a KS3 class which has been very successful. Following on, the form tutor                  

uses some techniques from mindfulness activities with various classes through drip-feed method. In             

2020, mindfulness sessions have been introduced to other classes and specific students. Guided             

relaxation, breathing exercises and mindfulness are being integrated into 1:1 Occupational therapy            

sessions.  
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Occupational Therapy Cafe Project 
The OT cafe project currently includes 10 secondary students and has won ‘Special needs initiative               

of the year’ award at the TES Independent Schools Awards (2019). Following on it also won, ‘School                 

catering Award’ at Education Business Awards (2019). The project started in 2015, in an effort to                

increase motivation, self-esteem and confidence levels in three students who, at that time, were              

struggling significantly to engage in any academic and non-academic tasks. Cooking was found to be               

an extremely motivating activity by all three students. Through weekly cooking sessions they were              

able to enjoy the sessions, and gradually started actively engaging in planning their sessions with the                

OT. The behaviours during these sessions were highly productive and seemed to have a lasting               

effect on their mood and overall confidence level.  

 

Holmewood’s OT cafe project has evolved into an ongoing project, wherein students have a chance               

to run cafe services, cook lunch menus, plan and organise for social events and interact with different                 

people and develop emotional resilience through these experiences. In cafe, cooking is being used              

as a medium to facilitate skills development, problem solving, planning and organising events,             

improving sensory tolerance, facilitating social and community skills leading towards independent           

living. Above all, it has been experienced as a relaxing, fun and pleasurable activity. 

 

Since the start of the project, the first in-house Holmewood Café service was set up in Winter 2016,                  

that was followed by an Easter Café in February 2017; the three young people catered and served 50                  

school staff members and students. Following the incredible success at these two events, a formal               

catering order for a summer afternoon tea party was received, in which the 3 participants along with 1                  

OT and 1 OT assistant catered for more than 100 people. A food festival event in collaboration with                  

another Cavendish School in May 2018 turned out to be highly successful for all the students.                

Honouring them with further trust and responsibility the students were invited to cater for the               

Cavendish Open Day in October 2018. In January 2019 the cafe team launched a new snack bar                 

event to help improve students' food tolerance. 

 

So far more than 50% of the students have had remarkable increases in their time of active                 

engagement and improved their flexibility to changes, developed and mastered advanced fine motor             

skills as well as reduced their sensory sensitivities. Importantly, their class teachers also reported an               

overall increase in their motivation and confidence during all school lessons since they started OT               

cafe sessions. They have moved on to undertake other opportunities in school e.g one is the                

chairperson of the school council and another is gaining work experience under the school’s site               

manager assisting in various activities to maintain the school infrastructure.  
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Since 2018, students are self-referring and putting their names on a waiting list to become a part of                  

this project which in itself demonstrates the impact of such a project. OT cafe continues to evolve and                  

thrive due to new referrals and ideas from students and staff. In 2020, OT cafe team collaborated                 

with the 6th form young enterprise named Holmewood Works to outsource the services such as               

designing a logo for the OT project, logistical planning for tables, serving equipment and marketing of                

the events. This has been an excellent experience of running a small business for all the students                 

involved in OT cafe projects and young enterprise.  

The OT cafe will continue and develop its model to support more students in finding their motivation                 

and skills.  
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